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2the lifetime of candidates observed by the SELEX col-




. In addition, the measured lifetime is even
shorter than the lifetime of so-called \sideband region"
events (about 0.038 ps), and it is close to the single-event
resolution of 0.020 ps.
Next, the production rate of selected candidates if
they are really the events with the production of doubly
charmed baryon, is extremely high. Indeed, the SELEX




total sample are produced by 
+
cc
[1]. The mechanism for
the production of doubly charmed baryons in the strong
interactions supposes the production of two pairs cc, i.e.
four heavy quarks (see review in [2]). At high energies of
parton subprocesses as the gluon fusion gg ! cccc and
the quark-antiquark annihilation qq ! cccc, the hard
production of heavy quarks is suppressed in comparison
with the production of single pair cc by the factor of
10
 2
, that is smaller than the reported contents of dou-




retical expectation is strongly convinced, since it is based
on the direct measurement of probability for the gluon
splitting into the pair of cc by the L3, ALEPH and OPAL
collaborations in the electron-positron annihilation at Z
boson peak, where one got P (g ! cc)  3  10
 2
[4].
In the process of gluon fusion dominant at the SELEX
energies, the total energy in the parton subprocess is es-
sentially less than the center-of-mass energy of hadron
collisions because of the parton luminosity. In this way,
the hard production supposes a strong threshold eect
for four heavy quarks. This threshold suppression is sig-
nicant for the energies of SELEX operation, so that
it results in the additional factor of 10
 2
[5, 6]. One
should take into account the fact that the hadroniza-
tion of four heavy quarks results in a fraction of dou-
bly heavy baryons about 10%, since an essential part
of events with two charmed quarks gives the produc-
tion of two mesons or baryons each containing the single
charmed quark
2
. Thus, the hard production mechanism
gives the suppression of doubly heavy baryon production
by the factor of 10
 5
at the energies of xed target experi-
ments
3
. Another possibility is the production mechanism
with the intrinsic charm contents in the initial hadrons
[8]. In this case the threshold suppression is absent, but
2
The physical picture for such the suppression is quite trans-
parent: the hard production of charmed quarks takes place in
the volume about the Compton length cubed, while the baryon
wave function determines the size of doubly charmed diquark
by a transfer momentum p  m
c
 v with the relative velocity
of charmed quark motion v  1, so that the probability of the








contrast to the continuum contribution formed by the hadrons
containing a single heavy quark.
3




theoretical expectations reaches the value about 10
 4
, while the
result of BELLE [7] mentioned in [1] as concerns for the produc-
tion rate for J= cc disagrees within the factor of 10.
the normalization of intrinsic structure functions is sup-
pressed by the factor of 10
 2
, so that the production
rate for the doubly charmed baryons is about 10
 3
of
the total charm rate. Anyway, the SELEX candidates




production rate in comparison with theoretical expecta-
tions. Moreover, a low observed value of mean trans-






points to the prefer-
ence of intrinsic charm mechanism, but with extremely
high, and, hence, unacceptable, normalization of charm
distribution in the initial hadrons. As for the signature of
events with the 
+
cc
candidates, the conservation of avor
in the strong interactions supposes the associative pro-
duction of hadrons containing two anti-charmed quarks.
These quarks should decay and produce two additional
vertices shifted from the primary one as well as result
in the additional charged multiplicity in the decays. The
SELEX collaboration did not report on the enhancement
of charged multiplicity in the selected evens or on the ap-
pearence of additional decay vertices. So, the question is
where are two anti-charmed quarks? Do they preferably
disappear by decays in the primary vertex with a low
charged multiplicity? What is a probability of such the
conditions?
The main problem of the interpretation is that the par-
ticle identication in the additional vertex of two charged
particles was not possible, since the momenta were insuf-
cient in order to reach the RICH. In this case the anal-
ysis loses the most strong evidence for the production of
two charmed quarks in contrast to the dominant process
with the yield of cc pair. This main process, then, can




tral anti-charmed particle decaying to two charged tracks
of opposite signs with an unobserved neutral component
lost by the silicon vertex detector as well as in the sys-










is equal to 13:9 0:9% [9]. In that case,
since the neutral pion is lost from the analysis, one can-
not reconstruct D
0
, in part, its momentum. Therefore,
one cannot draw a conclusion on the Lorentz-factor of the
charmed meson in order to make some claims on its decay
vertex
4
. Thus, there is no evidence against the ordinary
treatment for the events reported by the SELEX collabo-










Moreover, the appropriate assignment of charged tracks







mass distribution presented in Fig.
2(b) of Ref. [1], where we can see a rather smooth his-
togram, which does not contain any signicant peaks,
but it exhibits a slow increase of events in the mass re-
gion of 3:7  4:0 GeV. This behaviour could be expected





At low momenta, the decay vertex of charmed meson could be
rather close to the primary one.
5




















3charmed particle, since in the case of full reconstruction
one should observe an ordinary threshold distribution







]  4:1 GeV, while





sults in the smearing of threshold eect at lower masses.
Unfortunately, the SELEX collaboration did not present




with the expected form calculated with a Monte Carlo
generator well describing the events processed by the ap-
paratus. Next, the number of 
+
c
events with the addi-




. We do not nd a direct claim on the number
of events with the vertex separation greater than a xed
cut-o, so that we extract the amount of events under in-
terest from the data on Fig. 2 in [1], where in the region of
3:2 4:0 GeV one can count several hundreds events. The
value of suppression is given by a typical eÆciency for the
reconstruction of additional vertex (something about sev-
eral per cents), only, while one should expect a stronger
suppression, because the production cross section for the
doubly charmed baryons has to be signicantly less than




nally, the wrong-assignment of kinematics can result in
the fake peaks shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (c) of [1].
In conclusion, we show that the SELEX paper does not
provide suÆcient support for its claim of evidence for the
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